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editorial staff, the student body, or the University.
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more
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tucked away in the ivory towers of their departments, would
blossom out now and then and bring good speakers to the
campus

they

would be

Sigma Xi,

performing a much-needed function.
honorary, and SDX have always been

the science

way out in front in performing services of this sort. This has
resulted in a prestige being attached to membership in the
groups. There is many a threadbare'
today that could use a little of this prestige."'*
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very nature honoraries should be made up of the
students in the university. The Emerald recom-
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from the book of

Last week representatives of the One World club and the
Give every man thine ear but few thy voice. Take each
American Veterans Committee met with Dr. Newburn to disman’s censhre, but reserve thy judgment1^—Shakespeare.
cuss their
viewpoints concerning the treatment of'one Negro
woman who was not allowed to live in the
dormitory of her
Nobody can think straight who does not work. Idleness
choice. By mutual consent, she and a white woman had exthe mind. Thinking without; constructive action bewarps
pressed their wish to room together. This request was denied
comes a disease.—Henry Ford.
%'
by Mrs. Genevieve Turnips,eed, director of dormitories, and
the colored

girl

was

assigned

to another dorm.

Immediately the question of racial discrimination arose.
Interested students asked Dr. Newburn whether any set regulations existed in reference to such situations. The
University

does not admit any rules directly pertaining to
minority groups.
There is a provision that the administration staff may provide
housing for any student with the best interests of the school
and the state the primary concern. Individual wishes are sub-

policy.
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conventional

can
sex

legislate

or

behavior among stu-
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faculty member deliberately discriminated in the treatof certain students because of their race or religion, he
could be chastized in some concrete way. But the administration cannot force fraternities to pledge Jewish men. or force
a

ment

dormitory

women to accept a Negro student as an
equal.
Ju many ways this school is more advanced than scores of
•other institutions. Campus restaurants serve colored students;

Negroes, Chinese, Japanese, and Jewish students mingle with
Swedes, Norwegians, C.ermans, and even Texans at campus
dances, games, and assemblies.
b'urther advancement toward Christianity must come from
the individuals who are the citizens of the University community and the state. The University can help to hasten both
intellectual

enlightenment

and emotional
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to publish the Emerald. The
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$11,000 budget. The rest is
long-range policy of the administration, as expressed by Dr. paid by the students through their
Newburn, is a gradual conditioning of students and taxpayers ASUO membership. If the students
alike to a realization of democratic ideals—not only in theory and the University felt they could
afford to kick in the whole 17 grand,
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We are looking- forward to hearing Phillip H. Parrish lecture
Germany tonight in Chapman hall. Mr. Parrish, editor of the
Oregonian’s editorial page, traveled quite widely in Europe last
fall, and we read his stuff daily as it appeared in his “Letters
Home” in The Oregonian. W(e were impressed by the fact
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